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202 . Michelangelo Moscati, Practical MEMS: Design of Microsystems, Accelerometers, Gyroscopes, RF Mems, Optical Mems, and Microfluidic Systems.This invention relates to fuel injection systems for internal combustion engines. In one form of fuel injection system for an internal combustion engine, a fluid pressure system comprising a high
pressure fuel supply pump and a fluid pressure control valve, and a low pressure fuel supply pump are coupled in series to an intermediate pressure point downstream of the high pressure pump so as to inject fuel directly from the intermediate pressure point into the engine combustion chamber. In such a system, the above intermediate pressure

point is required to set a level of fuel supply corresponding to a wide range of engine operating conditions, and the control valve and its metering rate determining member are required to be actuated in a wide range of operating conditions. An exhaust pressure responsive variable orifice is provided in the low pressure fuel line and its adjustment is
effected in response to change in the engine load. This arrangement is found to suffer from the disadvantage that a variation of exhaust gas pressure during engine-idling operation introduces a greater variation in fuel flow rate than that provided in the system described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,180,295.MINNEAPOLIS -- As the New York Yankees gear up for
the postseason, their pitching staff is getting some extra help. The club announced Wednesday that it had signed free agent Tanner Roark to a minor-league deal with an invitation to spring training. Rookie second baseman Starlin Castro and reserve outfielder Ezequiel Carrera were among those competing for the final spot on the Yankees' Opening

Day roster, so Roark's signing is another sign that the Yankees' rotation still looks like it could be one of the best in the American League when the postseason begins. Rookie infielder Starlin Castro will get the bulk of the playing time at second base in his first full season. Joe Robbins/Getty Images The 31-year-old Roark began the season with the
Milwaukee Brewers before being traded to the Washington Nationals, who released him in May. He is 1-1 with a 3.32 ERA in three big-league seasons with the Brewers and Nationals. "We have not made any decisions as to the exact role for him yet," Yankees general manager Brian Cashman told MLB.com. "We haven't had him evaluated on our club,
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